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The premier study Bible used by scholars, pastors, undergraduate and graduate students, The New
Oxford Annotated Bible with Apocrypha offers a vast range of information, including extensive notes
by experts in their fields; in-text maps, charts, and diagrams; supplementary essays on translation,
biblical interpretation, cultural and historical background, and other general topics.Extensively
revised--half of the material is brand new--featuring a new design to enhance readability, and
brand-new color maps, the Annotated Fourth Edition adds to the established reputation of this
essential biblical studies resource. Many new and revised maps, charts, and diagrams further clarify
information found in the Scripture text. In addition, section introductions have been expanded and
the book introductions present their information in a standard format so that students can find what
they need to know. Of course, the Fourth Edition retains the features prized by students, including
single column annotations at the foot of the pages, in-text charts, and maps, a page number-keyed
index of all the study materials in the volume, and Oxford's renowned Bible maps. This timely
edition maintains and extends the excellence the Annotated's users have come to expect, bringing
still more insights, information, and perspectives to bear upon the understanding of the biblical text.
Â· The renowned New Revised Standard Version Bible translation, the scholarly standard for study
of the BibleÂ· Wholly revised, and greatly expanded book introductions and annotations.Â·
Annotations in a single column across the page bottom, paragraphed according to their boldface
topical headings. Â· In-text background essays on the major divisions of the biblical text.Â· Essays
on the history of the formation of the biblical canon for Jews and various Christian churches.Â· More
detailed explanations of the historical background of the text. Â· More in-depth treatment of the
history and varieties of biblical criticism. Â· A timeline of major events in the ancient Near East.Â· A
full index to all of the study materials, keyed to the page numbers on which they occur.Â· A full
glossary of scholarly and critical terms.Â· 36-page section of full color New Oxford Bible Maps,
approximately 40 in-text line drawing maps and diagrams. Classic but not stodgy, up-to-date but not
trendy, The New Oxford Annotated Bible: 4th Edition is ready to serve new generations of students,
teachers, and general readers.
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The New Oxford Annotated Bible with Apocrypha: New Revised Standard Version has three
separate ISBNs. Take a look at the following differences to help you differentiate:ISBN
978-0195289596 is the college edition. According to Oxford University Press, this simply means that
this version does not have the concordance. This will have fewer pages than the other two
versions.ISBN 978-0195289558 is the hardcover edition.ISBN 978-0195289565 is the hardcover
index edition, meaning there are little tabs on the side of each page, indicating books of the bible.I
found this information by contacting Oxford University Press Customer Service. There's a toll free
number that's easily accessible. Simply use your favourite search engine to find their site, then click
on their "Contact Us" link. Hope this helps people out there!

The "NOAB" has been a standard textbook in mainline seminaries for decades, and remains a
leader in the rapidly-expanding world of study Bibles. This particular Bible is designed for seminary
students and others interested in an historical/critical approach to the Bible, and is not a devotional
Bible or a guide for life application.This 4th edition, hot on the heels of the 2007 "Augmented 3rd"
edition (my personal preference), contains some minor rewording in its commentaries regarding
certain controversial passages (the 3rd edition was especially criticized in this regard), but it still
retains the rigorous scholarly approach and dispassionate commentary for which the NOAB has
become famous. Annotations and book introductions have been expanded, and a wider variety of
scholars from various religious and academic backgrounds have contributed commentaries.The
physical book is a bit smaller in proportion than previous editions, and the font size is rather small,
especially in the book introductions and annotations. (The 3rd edition's typesetting and readability is
far superior). The concordance, index, and essay sections have been expanded, and brand-new
color maps have been included.The leather for this edition is an improvement over the 3rd edition,
and feels like a soft calfskin (The container states "Genuine Leather"). It is quite nice and feels

sturdy yet flexible.For those seeking a non-denominational, academic Bible, the NOAB remains a
clear first choice. It is an outstanding guide to these ancient texts, and offers a world of Biblical
knowledge and insight for its readers.

The Kindle edition is a PDF masquerading as an AZW format. This was the most disappointing
formatting job I have ever come across on . Absolute trash.The saddest thing about this bible is that
it is the go-to bible....I have the hardcover version at home and it academically the finest I've come
across. Buy the paper version.But the kindle is trash, and this from OUP...what is happening over
there?

New Oxford Annotated Bible retains its status as a "go-to Study Bible" for those wishing to better
understand cultural and historical settings of the communities for and from which Hebrew and
Christian scriptures originated. (Those desiring to similarly understand how the Bible may be
received by various cultures today will benefit on consulting "The Peoples' Bible" in turn.) With a
new, tighter binding and readable page layout, though with a font-size verging on too-small for its
annotations, this will be an edition that continues to appeal to those in academic settings and
communities of faith.Among contributors enlivening the fourth edition are both long-established
scholars, such as Terence E. Fretheim, writing on the book of Numbers, and those newer to the
field, such as Julia M. O'Brien, who anotates a number of the briefer prophets. Commentary
retained from the previous edition sometimes implies certainty on key texts which, for other
scholars, are best left open-ended (on, for example, the NRSV's questionable shift from "do not kill"
to "do not murder" in the Ten Commandments). Neil Elliott's valuable, set-in-its-context-of-empire
commentary on Romans remains. Four-and-a-half stars.

This is the 4th ed. (2010) of a Bible tool that has become an institution in its own right(1st ed. 1962,
2nd 1977, 3rd 2001). The 3rd ed., using NRSV, was completely new, with 4 editors and 42 other
contributors; this 4th ed. has 56 contributors, 28 of them new to this ed.The unqualified Goal of this
work has always been: to be academically reputable. Scholarship, not religious inspiration, is the
purpose of introductions, notes, and essays. Academic institutions from around the world are
represented (not listed in the book; must be searched on line). Religious affiliations range from
Orthodox Protestant through Roman Catholic, Jewish, to non-affiliated. The editors maintain
soberness of tone and uniformity of format. Aimed at college and university courses in Western
scriptures, this is a consumate scholarly work. Its only serious competitor in this category is the

Harper/Collins Study Bible.
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